
TRI-DIGITAL SOFTWARE CD-ROM TITLES

CyberVisions™ - The ultimate collection  of computer animations from around the 
world! Combined with an interactive look at the world of high-end computer animation 
with detailed information on the animation artists, how they created each animation and 
the tools they used! CyberVisions contains eye-popping computer animations shown in 
their entirety, including many award winning short films such as Gas Planet, Locomotion 
and Andre & Wally B!  Now you can have exotic tales of adventure, romantic dramas, 
dazzling fantasy, and hilarious short stories right on your computer screen. 
AVI or MPEG - $24.95!

Future Visions™ Screen Saver - The ultimate showcase of computer animation 
screen savers from around the world - a stunning collection! Future Visions combines 
spectacular computer animation artistry,  including many award winning short films from 
Pixar, Pacific Data Images and Yoichiro Kawaguchi together with the latest advances in 
multimedia technology to bring you to a new level of on-screen entertainment! Bright, 
crisp computer animation awaits you in this spectacular display of imagination and 
technology that will entertain people of all ages! 
AVI or MPEG - $24.95!

CyberVisions™  and Future Visions™  were created jointly by Tri-Digital Software and 
Steven Churchill of Odyssey Visual Design, Co-Producer of the Multi-Platinum Selling 
Videos "The Mind's Eye", "Beyond the Mind's Eye" and "The Gate To The Mind's Eye"!

DigiClips™ Special Edition - State of the art clip media CD-ROM title containing 75 
royalty free video clips, blue screen video clips for chroma keying in digital video editing 
programs, 50 voice clips, 50 bitmaps/photos, 25 music clips (offering a combination of 
WAV and MIDI files) and 10 animation clips. DigiClips is designed to provide users of 
presentation and desktop video editing programs with a wide array of multimedia clip art,
video and music files. 
AVI or MPEG - $24.95!

Screen Smashers™ - The first Video Screen Saver to be filmed  from the perspective 
of events taking place inside your monitor, creating screen savers like you've never seen
before! Screen Smashers contains twenty-five totally original and completely wacky 
video clips, twenty-five high-resolution photos to customize your Windows wallpaper and
twenty-five wacky sounds to customize Windows event sounds. Now you can create 
your own 'DigiClips Wacky Certified' Multimedia System with comical video screen 
savers, unique wallpaper scenes and wacky Sounds in no time! 
AVI or MPEG - $19.95!

DigiClips™ 95 - Completely new, state of the art, clip media CD-ROM title with the 
Wacky Screen Saver Bonus! DigiClips II contains 75 royalty free video clips including 
Wacky Video Screen Savers, the Wacky Screen Saver Set-up Module,  50 voice clips, 
50 bitmaps/photos, 25 music clips (offering a combination of WAV and MIDI files) and 25
animation clips. DigiClips II is designed to provide users with a wide array of multimedia 
clip art, video and music files along with the added Wacky Screen Saver Bonus.
AVI or MPEG - $24.95!

TO ORDER CALL 800-206-CLIP!


